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Housing upturn stalls for now 
 

 Each month with the sponsorship of NZHL I invite 

real estate agents around the country who I have 

been able to identify from my subscriber database 

to give their views on what is happening with real 

estate at the moment. The output gives me what I 

think is the only reading on the planet of FOMO – 

fear of missing out – as well as FOOP – fear of 

over-paying. 

 

I also gain insight into whether more or fewer 

investors and first home buyers are appearing in 

the market, the changing strength of auction and 

open home attendance, whether we are in a 

buyer’s or seller’s market, factors which are of 

concern to buyers, and things which might be 

motivating investors. 

 

I’ve been running the survey since April 2020, and 

it allows me to get insight into what is happening 

in real time at the residential real estate coalface. 

The information gives a more up to date feel for 

how the market is going than the very good 

insights we eventually get from the likes of REINZ 

and CoreLogic. 

 

I have completed my latest survey, and the full 

results will be distributed by myself and NZHL in 

a few days time. But I wanted to run through the 

headline numbers here because they allow us to 

answer this question. Having stalled since the 

burst of activity in the June quarter of last year, 

are buyers now solidly back in the market having 

had a good break over summer? No. 

 

The upturn in the market has for now petered out 

and here are numbers showing it.  

 

Let’s start with FOMO. During the pandemic 

frenzy from August 2020 to February 2021 the 

gross proportion of real estate agents saying that 

buyers were displaying FOMO averaged 89% 

with a peak of 92% in October and January. The 

reading fell to 51% in May 2021 after the investor 

tax changes and return of LVRs, recovered to 

72% in September 2021 as listings fell to record 

lows, then oscillated between only 4% and 9% 

from February 2022 through to May 2023.  

 

FOMO then lifted to a reasonably healthy 40% 

over August and September last year before 

falling to 23% at the end of January. It has now 

decreased to 11%. 

 

http://www.tonyalexander.nz/
https://www.cressida.co.nz/lp-tony-alexander?utm_source=tony-alexander&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=brand_NY
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Buyers no longer feel that they need to pull finger 

and get a deal done and this has resulted in my 

measure of the extent to which a buyer’s market 

is in place (meaning sellers are seen as most 

motivated to get a deal done) going back to 

November 2022 levels. We are solidly in a buyer’s 

market again and the graph is fairly stark. 

 

 

I can see this backing away of buyers in other 

measures including a large decline in the net 

proportion of agents seeing more investors, 

presence of people at open homes, and presence 

of people at auctions. I will show those results and 

graphs in the release with NZHL in a few days 

time. Suffice to say, the graphs show changes 

akin to the one above for seller’s market. 

 

 
 

Price momentum for now has stalled with a net 

3% of agents now saying that prices are falling in 

their location. This measure recently peaked at a 

net 38% seeing prices rising back in September.  

 

https://financialadvice.nz/ethics/
https://www.alphafirst.co.nz/?utm_source=tonys_view&utm_medium=newsletter&utm_content=newsletter&utm_campaign=tonys_view_campaign
https://www.myrent.co.nz/?utm_source=tony&utm_medium=newsletter
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As noted, you’ll get the full data, graphs, plus 

regional readings in a few days time. But what I 

wanted to do here is delve into why I think the 

market has stalled for now, when I think the more 

long-lived recovery will get going, and what some 

of the implication’s may be – especially for home 

builders.  

As noted, I ask the agents about the things buyers 

are most concerned about. I can see from their 

responses that there is a new lift in worries about 

employment. As an economist what I want to say 

here is this – it’s about time.  

 

 

The labour market is a lagging indicator of what 

the economy is doing – going up after the pace of 

growth in the economy has lifted, and going down 

some time after the pace of GDP growth has 

slowed. 

 

A key source of inflation in New Zealand has been 

the very high pace of wages growth in recent 

years. The Reserve Bank needs this growth to 

slow down a lot in order to be comfortable that the 

inflation genie is back in the bottle. But the latest 

reading is of private sector wages growth above 

6.5% compared with the three decade average 

consistent with near 2% inflation of 3.3%. 

 

The fact that people are now getting concerned 

about their employment is a negative for the 

housing market which I always expected to act as 

a minor counter-balance to other stimulatory 

house price factors through 2024. But it is positive 

for interest rates easing and when we get better 

data showing the labour market easing off the 

interest rates response will be interesting. 

https://www.finbase.nz/fixed-rate-offer
https://podcasts.apple.com/nz/podcast/the-property-academy-podcast/id1481465172
https://ashcrofthomes.co.nz/our-house-plans/
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Speaking of which, this is the second area where 

buyers have become newly concerned about 

things and I think the recent errant prediction by 

one forecasting group of additional monetary 

policy tightening has played a role in scaring the 

bejeebers out of people already feeling so much 

financial strain they have cut their per capita 

spending volume 11% from two years ago. 

 

 
 

 

The gross proportion of agents saying that buyers 

are worried about interest rates has just gone up 

to 61% from 43% in January. The trend is still 

done but the optimism of people has been dealt 

an unnecessary blow. As I said to a journalist last 

week and was written at the end of his Sunday 

article about economists – with great power 

comes great responsibility. And spiders. 

 

The third factor in play is perhaps the biggest one 

accounting for buyers stepping back with a feeling 

that time is still on their side and there is no need 

to hurry. A listings surge.  

 

A key point I started making over a year ago was 

that the upturn in the housing market would be 

assisted by the activation of a queue of buyers 

sitting on their hands from late-2021. That queue 

I believe was getting activated in the middle of last 

year. But what has also happened is that the 

queue of sellers building up since back then has 

also become activated and they have decided to 

take advantage of the upturn in the housing 

market to place their property on the market. 

 

I have two sets of data showing this. First, we 

have the numbers from realestate.co.nz showing 

that at the end of February the number of 

properties listed with them was at an eight year 

high of 28,800. This was well up from 24,700 at 

the end of July last year and above the previous 

recent peak of 28,500 at the end of 2022. In mid-

2021 the number was 13,500.  

 

In seasonally adjusted terms the number of fresh 

property listings they received rose by over 20% 

in both January and February. Reflecting this the 

net proportion of real estate agents in my survey 

saying that they are receiving more requests for 

property appraisals has climbed over recent 

months to sit at 64% this month and a record 76% 

last month from a net 5% in April last year 

receiving fewer appraisal requests. 

 

http://www.glengarry.co.nz
https://www.hygienedirect.nz/contact
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In a nutshell, the activation of the queue of 

frustrated sellers built up since the end of 2021 

has been stronger than the activation of the queue 

of buyers. 

 

 

And so, when will this situation reverse? I feel not 

until we get much greater certainty about interest 

rates going down. The Reserve Bank last week 

did not validate the incorrect forecast that they 

would tighten again, and their comments were 

slightly softer than anticipated. They still say they 

don’t plan cutting the official cash rate from 5.5% 

until the middle of next year. But the markets are 

pricing in cuts starting in October and I think that 

is reasonable. 

 

After the first cut I see a good chance of some 

rapid rate declines because of my view that just 

as the Reserve Bank over-stimulated our 

economy during the pandemic they have now 

over-restrained it during the post-pandemic 

inflation fight. They have unfortunately become a 

source of instability in our economy as their focus 

has shifted from pure economic analysis to 

touchy-feely drivel.  

 

Many of us have developed a view over the past 

couple of months that the upturn in the market has 

been softened and shifted out 6-9 months. Firm 

interest rate declines over 2025 and perhaps even 

by the very end of this year will then act in concert 

with other developments such as strong 

population growth, tax changes, relaxed LVRs, 

CCCFA tweaking, and construction falling to 

firmly accelerate the pace of house price growth 

through 2025-26. 

 

It is on house construction that I want to finish this 

week. Prospects for builders have just worsened 

and the shortage of property when it comes will be 

greater. Why? Because the need which buyers 

feel to buy something not yet built has been dealt 

a blow by new uncertainty about what interest 

rates are going to do courtesy of the errant 

forecasters, and because listings of houses 

already in existence have surged.  

 

The number of consents issued for the 

construction of new dwellings has fallen from the 

record 51,000 in the year to May 2022 to 36,500. 

This is still 29% above the 20 year average of 

28,300. But there is now a growing chance we 

sink back to that average rather than having the 

decline this year be only to the near 32,000 

predicted by MBIE in their post-election minister 

briefing.  

 

More failures of construction-related businesses 

will occur this year and unfortunately the reporting 

of these failures will make buyers even more 

cautious about buying off the plan. Things are 

likely to feed downward on themselves through to 

the second half of 2025 when cyclical recovery in 

residential construction looks likely on the basis of 

(by then) rapidly rising prices for houses, falling 

listings, much higher FOMO, and still firm 

population growth.  

 

If I wanted to get a new house built would this 

outlook for additional weeding out of operators put 

me off signing up to a new-build? Not at all. But I 

would invest the necessary money to hire an 

expert to go through the contract with me and opt-

out clauses in particular. I’d perhaps look to take 

advantage of the deficiency of buyers to bargain 

for an upgraded kitchen or whatnot. And I’d take 

note of the fact that construction cost inflation has 

slowed down quite a bit, and holding costs for 

https://apm.kiwi/
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developers and builders of land yet to be built on 

will make them willing to negotiate else risk a hole 

in their order book for 2024-25 which could 

permanently reduce their company size as 

valuable staff shoot off to Oz.  

 

 
 

In case you missed it 

 

Nothing this week. Next week I will release my 

real estate survey alongside NZHL.  

 

If I were a borrower, what 

would I do?  
 

After all the excitement of last week’s slightly 

more dovish than expected Monetary Policy 

Statement from the Reserve Bank we have this 

week seen only minor changes in bank 

wholesale fixed borrowing costs. The one year 

swap rate they pay now sits near 5.48% from 

5.52% last week and 5.67% before the Reserve 

Bank spoke.  

 

 
 

By themselves these changes don’t signal any 

large reductions in fixed mortgage rates as being 

imminent. But as noted here in recent months 

banks have been running above average 

margins. Each week bit by bit we see one bank 

or another cutting one or two of their fixed rates 

by about 0.1%. The changes are so small that 

they are unlikely to have much impact in the 

housing market where worries about interest 

rates remain strong.  

 

From here we await more data on the state of 

the NZ economy and inflationary pressures. 

 

If I were borrowing at the moment, I would 

probably take a mix of 6 and 12 month rates. 

 

Nothing I write here or anywhere else in this 

publication is intended to be personal advice. 

You should discuss your financing options 

with a professional.  

 

 

This publication has been provided for general information only. Although every effort has been made to ensure this publication is accurate 
the contents should not be relied upon or used as a basis for entering into any products described in this publication. To the extent that 
any information or recommendations in this publication constitute financial advice, they do not take into account any person’s particular 
financial situation or goals. We strongly recommend readers seek independent legal/financial advice prior to acting in relation to any of 
the matters discussed in this publication. No person involved in this publication accepts any liability for any loss or damage whatsoever 
which may directly or indirectly result from any advice, opinion, information, representation, or omission, whether negligent or otherwise, 
contained in this publication.  No material in this publication was produced by AI.  

https://www.barfoot.co.nz/our-people/l.allard

